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Abstract
It has been said that one reason why the US and Japanese information technology industries are ahead ofthose in Europe is
that, where these countries see opportunities, European industry and its customers see primarily risks. Recognising this as
well as the strategic importance of information technology and integrated communications systems for the future economic
development of Europe, the Community launched the first of several five year programmes in information technology and
public communication systems in the mid-eighties. In this report we describe the main programme called ESPRIT, how it
works and some of the results achieved to date.

Introduction
The European Community consists of 12 nations with a
GNP ofUS$billion4 862 (1988 figures). By the year 2000
the infonnation technology and electronics sector of the European Community is likely to become the largest industry,
representing some 300 billion ECUs (1 ECU = R3,82) or
6,7% of GDP. With the major impact these enabling technologies have on the competitiveness of the whole of a
modem economy, Europe recognised very early that information technology is of crucial importance to the success of
the planned, unified internal market and an essential factor
in the Community's development strategy.
At the same time however, the positive balance of trade
of the European Community in information technology
amounting to some ECU 1,7 billion in 1975 was declining rapidly (it reached a deficit of almost ECU 22 billion
at the end of 1988) and the Community decided something
drastic had to be done. As a tesult it launched the First
5 year European Strategic Programme for Research and
Development in Information Technology or ESPRIT I. It
started on January 1st 1984 with a budget of 1,5 billion
ECUs.
Table 1. The EC and Its top 3 partners In numbers (1988)

Population
(millions)

GNP
(US$ billion)

61,0
56,0
S1,S

1 120,0
939,2
814,0

18 400
16 800
14 200

EC

325,1

4 475,1

13770

USA

.248,0

4862,0

19 600

West Germany
France
Italy

Per Capita
GNP (US$)

with the US and Japan in the 1990s. In addition to this
primary objective, two secondary objectives were defined,
namely:
• to promote cooperation in the information technology
field between industries, universities and European research bodies on R&D projects up to pre-competitive
level; i.e., prior to the development of commercial
products, and ·
.
• to contribute to the development of intemationai standards.

At about the same time the crucial importance of public
digital telecommunications to the future social and economic infrastructure of Europe was recognised. Consequently a separate Research and Development programme
in Advanced Communications Technologies in Europe (or
RACE) was launched in 1985 with a budget of ECU 1,1
billion. The stated goal of this latter programme was
• to introduce Integrated Broadband Communication
(IBC) into the European Community taldng into
account the evolving ISDN and national strategies
while progressing towards Community-wide services
by 1995.
Both these programmes have since progressed to second 5
year phases as, respectively, ESPRIT II with a budget of
3,2 billion ECUs, and RACE II with 1,039 billion ECU. In
the meanwhile ESPRIT III is in its initial planning phases.
RACE is similar to ESPRIT in terms of its financing
and organisation. Space does not allow us to detail all
aspects of the programme in this report.

Strategic Themes

Source: US Department of State, Bureau of Public Affairs

The overall strategic goal of ESPRIT was to provide the
European information technology industry with the technology base which it needs to become and stay competitive
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Although the ESPRIT programme broadly addresses the
information technology and electronics industry, ESPRIT
I bad 5 major strategic themes.

i

1. Microelectronics. This field was perceived as the key
strategic area for information technology R&D in the
future.
2. SoftWare Technology. The stated goal of this research
area was to do what was necessary to put the software
development process on a sound engineering footing.
Sub-areas were defined to deal with formal methods,
development tools, management aspects, quality measurement and the development environment.
3. Advanced Information Processing. This area covered
knowledge-based systems, new computer architectures
and speech- and image-processing.
4. Office Systems. When initially conceived in 1984, this
application area was viewed as of strategic importance
for the efficiency of business throughout the Community.
S. Computer Integrated Manufacturing. This area comprised the total range of computer integrated manufacturing activities, including: computer aided design
(CAD), computer aided engineering (CAE), computer
aided manufacturing (CAM), flexible machining and
assembly systems, robotics, testing and quality control. The area was selected for its potential impact on
the methods and economies of production, particularly
in the information technology industries, and also for
the manufacturing industry in general.
In addition, the Information Exchange System project was
started with the twofold objective of
• providing conununication services to ESPRIT participants, both industrial and academic; and
• encouraging the development and adoption of OSI
standards.
It is indicative of the experience gained in ESPRIT I and
technology developments since it was started, to note how
the strategic fields chosen for ESPRIT II differ from those
of ESPRIT I. R&D in ESPRIT II is carried out in the following four major areas:
1. Microelectronics was retained as the key strategic area
for information technology R&D in the future.
2. Information Processing Systems and Software. The
work in this field will provide the fundamental and
generic technologies which will support the development of information technology products expected on
the market in the next decade. Thereby ESPRIT II
recognised that information and its efficient use is not
only a means of administration and conununication,
but that it is part of an enterprise's competitive advantage.
As an aside, it is interesting to note that, of the 30
billion ECU expenditure on software and services in
1989, about 50% was provided by the manufacturing,
banking and other financial services. This is expected
to remain true through to 1994, when the market is expected to be worth 70 billion ECU. About one third of
this market comprises customer services, consultancy,
training and services while packaged software represents about 40% of the market. The latter component
is expected to increase to 50% of the market by 1994
with services and training remaining constant at 30%.
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3. Advanced Business and Home Systems and Peripherals. It is clear that information technology in the business environment is moving to advanced integrated
systems capable of serving all the functions of the enterprise in an integrated multimedia environment. The
priorities for work in the Community documents reflect
these salient points.

4. Computer Integrated Manufacturing. The emp~is in
this strategic area has not changed significantly from
ESPRIT I to Il;
In addition to the above, the Open Microprocessor systems
Initiative (OM/) was started in ESPRIT II. The major motivating factor for the Community was the 82% dependence
on non-E.uropean sources for microcomponents, representing 7 billion ECU in 1989 and which is expected to rise to
16 billion ECU by 1994.

Funding
ESPRIT is an industrial progranune and it was not started
for, or by, academics. The main driving force behind the
ESPRIT I programme was industry, who first defined the
research areas and then the goals and workplans. Industry
was represented by the largest 12 information technology
companies (known collectively as "'The Twelve") in Europe.
ESPRIT R&D projects are implemented by shared-cost
research and technological development contracts, with the
Community financial participation normally not exceeding
50%. Universities and other research centres participating
in shared-cost projects have the option of requesting, for
each project, either 50% funding of total expenditure or
100% funding of the additional marginal costs. ESPRIT
projects have a maximum duration of 5 years but should
normally be shorter.
In the case of ESPRIT I, the Twelve received 50%
of the ESPRIT budget and were involved in 70% of all
projects. Small- to medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) participated in 65% of the projects and received 14% of
the funding. The funding allocation by sector participating in ESPRIT I is illustrated by the chart in Figure 1.
Large Companies

SMEs

Universities

Figure 1. ESPRIT I funding allocation by panicipating
sector
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Basic Research
While ESPRIT I made no special provision for basic research, ESPRIT II includes a sub-programme, with a budget of 130 million ECU, aimed at developing new knowledgeand expertise in the basic disciplines considered essential to secure the long-term future of information technology in European. Some 62 projects have been selected to
carry out basic research in areas such as super-conductivity,
optical and neural computers, speech and image processing and so on. In all, 211 university laboratories, 57 research bodies and 17 industrial companies are participating
in these projects.
Apart from such projects, basic research activities also
involve
• Working Groups which are concerted efforts to improve the systematic exchange of information and for
which short scientific visits and workshop are funded,
or
• Networks of Excellence which are composed of both
academic and industrial teams geographically distributed throughout the Community. These are set up
to provide a aitical mass of complementary knowledge and expertise and to share limited and expensive
resources. Funding for Networks of Excellence is restricted to the marginal costs of establishing the administrative and communications infrastructure necessary
to carry out the coordination.
The evaluation aiteria for basic research projects are less
specific about the value for market exploitation of the expected results and more specific about confonnity with the
basic ESPRIT technical objectives, inter-disciplinary nature and scientific calibre of the partners.

Programme Man_agement
Participation in the programme is solicited by a "call for
proposals" made by a "consortium" comprising at least two
participants or "partners" from different members within
the Community 1 and usually no more than six - except for
standards projects.
The proposals are then evaluated by external experts
who take account of the foUowing points in particular:
• The impact and potential for industrial exploitation of
the expected results of the project.
• Eligibility of the partners.
• Technical merit of the proposal including a justification
of the proposed theories and methods.
• Soundness of the proposal with regard to issues like the
assessment of major technical risks and technological
advances expected.
• All proposals are scrutinized for human and organisational factors to ensure that the results would be
appropriate for the intended user base.
• Soundness of project plans with respect to the distribution of effort, clear and well defined roles for each
1 Partners in

partner, realistic timescales and the proposed 11181188Cment structure and methods of supervision.
Once a project has proceeded to contract signature2 it is
periodically subjected to four different audits until its completion:
• A strategic audit is carried out periodically to examine the evolution of the political, economic and social
objectives in the light of world-wide strategic developments.
• An annual technical audit examines the progress of
all projects which comprise the Programme. It is performed by a team of independent experts.
• A programme management audit evaluates overall
management performance as well as individual project
management and deliverables.
• The usual.financial audit is done to ensure the correct
use of public money.

Results
A total of 227 projects were implemented during ESPRIT
I. They involved 536 participating entities and some 3 000
full-time researchers.
• Of the 327 participating industrial companies, almost
45% were firms employing fewer than 500 people and
40% of those employed fewer than 50. SMEs were
extremely active, being involved in more than half the
projects and being responsible for more than 25% of
the research work in 60% of the cases.
• Nearly 200 universities and research institutes participated in approximately 70% of the projects. In more
than half the cases, these scientific institutions were
responsible for at least 25% of the work.
Towards the end of ESPRIT I, nearly 165 projects had delivered concrete results. Of those, 75 bad already helped to
put specific products and services onto the market. while
for another 60 projects, the research worked bad resulted
in the transfer of technology for uses not directly linked to
the project itself.
One detailed example is work in the Information Processing Systems and Software sub-field which let to the
definition of a reference model for CASE (computer-aided
software engineering) tools that has been adopted by the
European Computer Manufacturing Association (ECMA).
This bas let to requests from the US National Institute
of Standards and Technology to collaborate on the ECMA
model as the basis for their own work on a reference model.
Details about this and all other European Community research projects can be obtained from CORDIS mentioned
below.
ESPRIT I participants who were questioned about
their perceived successes of the programme considered increased knowledge as the most important benefit (69%),
foHowed by a belief that research goals more ambitious
than would otherwise have been set, bad been reached.

ESPRIT from outside the community are not eligible for financial support. A programme called EUREKA fosters extra-European research.
proposed projects in the case of ESPRIT I.

20nly 20% of all
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There have been direct benefits in being able to cover a
wider range of research topics quicker by sharing results
with the project partners.
A significant number of responses claimed a contribution either to existing products (35%) or new products
(45% ). It was felt, however, that there needs to be a greater
degree of concerted action by project te.ams and a sharper
strategic focus on market opportunities while, simultaneously, basic research must continue and even be increased.
15% saw no direct benefit.
Apart from technological reasons, ESPRIT and RACE
were started, in the first instance, as Community programmes to promote cooperation in the information technology field between industries, universities and European
research bodies on R&D projects. The extent to which this
was achieved is thus an important criterion for measuring
its technological successes. In this respect it is a general
consensus that ESPRIT has indeed achieved a profound
change in attitude in the Community. Cooperative, precompetitive research and development is now a fonnula
which is working effectively.

Summary
It is apparent from the many ESPRIT reports that some
participants in ESPRIT I, particular those from the Twelve,
were originally rather sceptical about the likely successes
of the programme. No small reason for this was that they
had no accord on the product priorities for the industry as
a whole.
Five years ago, the largest European companies viewed

one another much more as competitors than collaborators.
Five years later, however, apart from the major technological progress, a major, if not the major achievement is that
there now exists a spirit of pre-competitive cooperation in
the Community to the common advantage of all.
ESPRIT bas become symbolic of the technological
awakening of a European Community wishing to ensure
its freedom to make the technological choices necessary
for its own future prosperity.

Further Information
The European Community has set up an on-line information service to give quick and easy access to information
on European Community research programmes. The Community Research and Development Information Service
(CORDIS) is at present offered free of charge and comprises eight data-bases.
More information and CORDIS registration forms can
be obtained from
ECHO Customer Service
CORDIS Operations
BP2373
L-1023 Luxembourg
Tel.: (+352)34 98 11 Fax.: (+352) 34 98 12 34
Pieter Kritzinger is professor and currently head of the Computer
Science Department at the University of Cape Town. During
1992 he was on research and study leave at the University of
Dortmund in Germany and was thus able to observe programmes
like ESPRIT and RACE at close hand.

Editor's Notes
A number of the articles in this issue of the South African
Computer journal are in the field of Infonnation Systems.
Research in this area is beginning to blossom in the country.
There are probably many more researchers in Information
Systems than there are in Computer Science. It is hoped
that not only academics, but also professional practitioners
will submit articles.
Research in this area normally falls into three main
categories. The first of these is pure research. This is a
difficult area. Few researchers make a contribution here,
mostly because the theory progresses slowly. However,
these articles are to be encouraged. The second category of
research is the collection of information from a variety of
people in the field by means of questionnaire or interview
and the use of this data to formulate policy and trends. An
important aspect of this research is In order to corroborate
theories or to identify areas where new theories are needed,
or old theories amended. This has proved to be a very
fruitful area of research and many beneficial results have
accrued from it. The third category of research is perfonn-

ing careful analysis on a specific Case Study. In this area
the case under study will need to display something which
is innovative, either in the system itself, or in the way it
was implemented. The case will need to prove something
which
new and important or to break grounds into
have not formally been addressed.
All three types of work is worthy of publication if the
results that they deliver are of benefit to the community
which they serve. All three will be considered for publication by this Journal.
The journal divides into two sections. The primary section is involved with research while there also is a section
on viewpoints and cmrunuriications. Articles submitted for
the latter are not refereed, but can be included after study by
the editors. On some occasions articles submitted for the
research section have been found appropriate for this section. This policy also applies to articles in the Information
Systems field.

areas

John Shochot
Subeditor: lnfornuition Systems

This issue wa" produced with the kind support of Soflware Collage (Pty) Ltd.
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A Simulation Environment for Evaluating Distributed Query Processing
Algorithms
S M Lamprecht
Strategic Software SA, 104 Dorpstreet, Stellenbosch, 7600
and Department of Computer Science, University of Stellenbosch, Stellenbosch, 7600
E-mail: suzette@cs.sun.ac.za

Abstract
Distributed database systems provide users with the facility to utilize and maintain information that is geographically
dispersed in files at several sites while they remain unaware of the distribution ofthe information. The process of retrieving
the information is called distributed query processing. The performance of a distributed database depends on the ability of
the query processor to derive efficient query processing strategies/or queries requested by users. For this reason various
query processing algorithms for distributed database systems have been proposed in the literature. These algorithms differ
in terms oftheir database environment, design issues and query optimization techniques used. A simulation environment is
presented with which the different query processing algorithms can be uniformly compared. lt consists ofthree components,
a relational distributed database r,wdel, a comprehensive cost model and an estimation nwdel. The database nwdel is an
extension of a nwdel proposed by P.M.G. Apers. lt is extended to incorporate horizontal fragmentation, more information
about the distribution of attribute values and the use of key attributes for each relation. The cost nwdel considers costs
encountered during the transmission of data and messages across the network. the processing of local operations in terms
of UO and CPU costs, the storage of intermediate result relations, the updating of the database profile and the formulation
of the execution strategy. The estimation model is an extension of the Piecewise Uniform Method to include the estimation
of the effect of join and semi-join operations with multiple joining attributes. The simulation environment is applied to
quantitatively compare three different types of query processing algorithms.
Keywords: Distributed database, query processing, query optimization, simulation, performance evaluation
Computing Review Categories: C.2.4., D.4.8., H.2.4.

Received: July 1992, Accepted: Septcmhcr 1992, Final version: November 1992.

1 Introduction
The increasing demand for more and faster access to infonnation that is geographically dispersed has invoked the
development of various techniques to retrieve the information efficiently. One of these techniques is to use relational
distributed database systems which provide users with the
facility to utilize and maint.ain data stored in files at several sites while they remain unaware of the distribution of
this data. It is one of the tasks of the distributed database management system to detennine where the data are
located and to retrieve the data within a reasonable (response) time. This process of retrieving the data stored in
files at several sites is called distributed query processing.
The distributed query processor is responsible for deriving
execution strategies which specify the sequence of operations and data movements necessary to retrieve the data
from the distributed databa,;e.
The perfonnance of a relational distributed database
system is critically dependent upon the ability of the query
processor to derive efficient execution strategies for nonprocedural relational queries. For this reason numerous
algorithms for query processing in distributed databa'ie systems have been proposed in the literature[2-4, 7-11, 13,
14, 19). Each of these algorithms differ in tenns of the
, distributed database environment, the assumptions made
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and the techniques used for query processing. The distributed database environment depends on design issues
such as the network type, network topology, data distribution and control strategy, data model used, distributed database management implementation type, infonnation stored
in the data dictionary and level of distribution transparency.
A query processing algorithm makes use of several query
processing techniques to detennine the optimal execution
strategy. Most important are the type of basic operations
found in the execution strategy, the estimation method, the
way fragments of relations are processed, the stage at which
the execution strategy is detennined, the number of strategies that are examined and the materiali:zation assumption.
To evaluate the different algorithms a model is therefore needed with which these methods can be compared
uniformly within a specified environment. This paper
presents a simulation environment which can be used to
determine the efficiency of the execution strategies generated by different distributed query processing algorithms.
The simulation environment models a relational distributed databa'ie environment, randomly generates queries
within predefined tuning parameters, estimates the effect
of relational operations on the distributed database model
and calculates the cost of an execution strategy. The
database model provides a uniform environment for the
evaluation of query processing algorithms. The simulated

database environment is based on a model proposed by
Apers [1]. The Apers model is adjusted to model a local
area distributed database environment more accurately. It

is adapted to incorporate horizontal fragmentation, more
information about the distribution of attribute values and
the use of key attributes for each relation. These extensions enable the evaluation of distributed query proceuing
algorithms in the in~gly more important local area
network (LAN) environment The distributed database
model is desaibed in Section 2.
A testbed of general queries is needed for the evaluation
process. The simulation environment randomly generates
these queries according to different parameters. These parameters can be changed to investigate the effect of their
values on the produced execution strategies. Section 3 discusses these query parameters. A desaiption of the criteria
according to which the database environment and queries
are generated is given in Section 4. The testbed of generated queries is passed as input to the query processing
algorithms under evaluation. The optimal execution strategies generated by each different algorithm are compared
using the cost model. To simulate the effect of the relational operators specified by the execution strategy on the
database environment, an estimation technique is needed.
The Piecewise Uniform Assumption method (PUM) [16)
provides a uniform way of estimating the sizes of intermediate results. It is extended to include the estimation of the
effect of join and semi-join operations with multiple joining attributes. Section 5 gives a detail discussion of how
the effect of the different operators is estimated. The cost
model, which simulates the costs encountered during the
processing of a query in a local area databa,;e environment,
is desaibed in Section 6. The paper concludes with a discussion of the application of the simulation environment to
quantitatively evaluate three different query processing algorithms. Possible uses of and extensions to the simulation
environment is also discussed.

2 Distributed Database Model
The database model is the foundation of the simulation environment. It provides a statistical description of a database
environment within which the distributed query processing
algorithms are evaluated. The model of the databa.-;e is
based on a relational distributed database management system which supports horizontal fragmentation of relations.
It is an extension of the model proposed by Apers [l]. The
Apers model is adapted as follows:
• Horizontal fragmentation. The Apers model a.,;sumes
that complete relations are stored at the different sites.
The proposed model allows for horizontal fragmentation, i.e. the same relation schema is found at each
location with a subset of the conceptual relation stored
at different sites.
• Key attributes. The set of attributes which form the key
of each relation is identified by the proposed model.
• Attribute distribution. The proposed model keeps information about the distribution of attribute values.
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• Attribute dependencies. The Apers model does not
take into account the functional dependencies that exist
between key attributes and non-key attributes. The
proposed model considers the distribution of attribute
values relative to key attributes.
No vertical partitioning of relations are allowed, though
different relations may be stored at different sites. It does
not restrict the model as relations can still be vertically
partitioned through the database design.
The model does not take into account the use of access
paths such as indexes, bashing, sequential scans, unary
links and binary links. This assumption can be justified
through the fact that selections and projections are performed before semi-joins and joins. Most of the relations
to be semi-joined and joined are therefore intermediate result relations which are not supported by access paths unless
some are created dynamically. The creation of such access
paths incurs considerable overhead. The database model is
defined as follows:

System Parameters
N = Maximum number of sites
M
d

=Maximum number of unique relations.
=Number of sub-ranges for data distribution

Domain Parameters
\:/ domain D;
v(D;) = Number of distinct values, v(D;) = ID;I
s(D;)

= Size

Relation Parameters

\:/ relation R;, i = 1 ... M
IR. I =Cardinality
s(R.) = Size, s(R;) = Lj~l s(A;;)
I;
= Set of nodes where R. is stored
/; = Number of fragments of R.
a;
= Number of attributes
k;
=Set of key attributes of R.

Attribute Parameters
\:/ attribute A,; , j = 1 ... a; in R., defined over D;
IA;; I = Cardinality
v(A;;) = Number of distinct values currently held
s(A;;) = Size, s(A,;) = s(D;)
p;;
Attribute selectivity (density), p,;
oA;;
= Attributedistribution

=

= :~~;H

Fragment Parameters
\:/ fragment F;k, k = 1 ... / of relation R;
IF;k I = Cardinality
l;k
= Site where Fil, is stored
oA;;k= Attribute distribution
The network consists of N autonomous sites. The
database consists of a maximum of M relations. A relation
R., consists of a; attributes and IR; I tuples. F.ach attribute
A;;, of a relation R;, is associated with a domain D;. The
fraction of values of D; that occur in A;; is represented
by a selectivity factor p;;, where IA;; I = p;; ID; I, It is
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assumed that the values are randomly selected from D;.
The following example is used throughout this paper to
illustrate certain aspects.
Example 1 The database consists ofthree relations namely,

ships, owners and owns. A ship is identified by a vessel
number and is further described by a name. An owner is
identified by an owner code and described by a name. The
relationship owns defines which owners own which vessels.
The data are distributed over three sites. It is assumed that
queries are requested from the fourth site in the local area
network. The system, domain and relation parameters of
the example database are modelled as follows:
System Parameters
N=4
M=3

v(Number)
s(Number)

= 9999
=4

v( OName)
s(OName)

= 400

v(Code)
s(Code)

=400
=4

=

=

=

distribution is 2. The domain Code is associated with
the integer range 1.. 400. It is therefore sub-divided into
two sub-ranges < 1..200 >, < 201..400 >. OCode is
the key attribute for relation Owner, while OName is the
dependent attribute. The distribution of values of OName.
is therefore stored relative to the distribution of the values
of OCode. The distribution array for key attribute OCode
and dependent attribute OName is illustrated as follows:

= 20

Table 1. Distribution array for d

250

6ocode

50

Relation Parameters
jShipl

=

=

Domain Parameters
v(VName) = 500
s(VName) = 20

s(Ship)
/Ship
!Ship
aship
kship

elements. For each of these d ordered sub-ranges a value
ei, i
l..d, is stored which represents the number of
tuples in the relation that belong to the associated subrange for that attribute. The distribution of the values
within attribute Ai; is represented by a distribution vector,
fiA;;
< e1, ... , ea > where e1: defines the number of tuples in A;; that falls in sub-range k. It is assumed that the
distinct values in A;; are unifonnly distributed over 6A,;.
A d x d distribution array represents the distribution
of the functionally dependent attributes' values, relative to
the key (or independent) attribute value distribution. Let
6A < e1, •.• , ea > represent the attribute distribution of
a key attribute A of a relation and 6B = < Ii , ... , fa >
the distribution of a functional dependent attribute B of
the same relation. Then, 1:/ei E 6A, the distribution of the
values of B relative toe; is represented by a vector, 68 . =
a
a
•
< f;i, ... , /;a> where e; Lj Ji; and/; Li /i;.
Example 2 Assume that the number ofsub-ranges/or data

= 1200
= 24
= {1, 2, 3}

200

= 2.

100

80

20

A relation, Ri, may be partitioned into j disjoint fragments,
F,j. Since the fragments are disjoint, IRd I: IF,; I, The
set of nodes where fragments of relation R; are stored, is
represented by Ii.

=

=3
=2

= {VNumber}
3 Query Representation

IOwnerl = 350
s(Owner) = 24
lowner = {l, 2}
fawner = 2
aowner = 2
kowner = {OCode}
IOwnsl = 700
s(Owns) =8
= {2, 3}
lawns
!owns =2
aowns =2
kowns = {VNumber,OCode}
The distribution of the values of Ai; is represented according to the representation used for PUM (16) . Each domain Di is associated with an ordered value range which
maps onto an integer range, l..n. Thus, a domain D
d1, ... , dmn, is associated with an integer range 1..mn.
The ordered value range associated with Di is sub-divided
into d sub-ranges, each sub-range containing ceiling( ID I/d)

=
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The simulation environment randomly generates distributed
join queries. Queries involving only local processing are
Lherefore not considered. The reason for this assumption
is that some of Lhe query processing algorithms perform
global optimization on distributed join queries only. It
is generally accepted Lhat it is beneficial to perform local
processing, to reduce the sizes of intermediate result relations, before optimizing Lhe execution of the distributed
joins [6, 5, 17). Many distributed query optimimtion algorithms therefore take as input a transformed query specifying only the distributed joins that must be performed.
The assumption therefore allows a uniform comparison of
both types of query processing algorithms. A query is
represented as follows:
The query consists of a target relation, R 1, and a number of join clauses. Each clause overlaps on only one
relation, R3 and R 2 . For each join relation, the number of
join attributes may vary. The number of attributes for the
target relation may also vary. The query parameters are
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SELECT FROM

Fragment Parameters

R1[A14, A1s]
WHERE

JN(R1 [An)R3)
JN(R3[A32,A31)R2)
JN(R2[A21]R.i)
defined as follows:

Query Parameters
For each query Qi
m
Maximum number of relations referenced
Join attr
Number of join attributes
target attr Number of target attributes
join clause Number of join clauses

=
=
=
=

4 Database and Query Generation
The database and testbed of queries are generated by the
simulation environment according to the following criteria:

Domain Parameters
• v(D;) is drawn from a negative exponential distribution with an average of 25. This is according to the
model specified by Apers [1]. If it is the domain of a
key attribute Ai;, v( Dj) is drawn from a negative exponential distribution with an average of 1000. To guarantee the selectivity of all the attributes of the relation
Ri of which A;; is the key, v( Dj) is generated within
the boundaries, max(v(Dk)) S v(D;) S nk v(Dk)
for A;k E attr(R;).
• 2 S s(Dj) :S 100, where s(D;) is randomly selected
within these boundaries.

Relation Parameters

• IR;I = v(A;;),whcreA;j istheselectedkeyattribute.
• 1 :S Ii S N, /; is randomly selected within these
boundaries.

• I;, is taken randomly for each fragment within the number of sites selected, f;.
depends on the joining attributes and target attributes
in the query that reference the relation. One of the attributes is selected as the key attribute. The relation
therefore will only contain the attributes that arc referenced by the query.

• a;

Attribute Parameters
• 0 :S p;; S 1, for each joining attribute, A;;, of relation
R;. Pii is randomly selected within these boundaries.

• v(A;;) =p;;v(D;), v'A;i Eattr(R;). Ifv(A;)isless
than 1, then the values for p;; and v( D;) arc generated
again.
< e1, ... , ed > for the
• Distribution of values, 6A,
key attribute is randomly generated for each sub-range,
such that I:t=l ek = IRI. The distributions of the
other attributes are randomly determined relative to
this key attribute.

=
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• The distribution of attribute values within each fragment is detmnined by randomly generating a subset of
the distribution for the relation attribute values. Thus,
for each ei/, E 6A;k and e, E 6A;, a random value for
e,1: :Se, is generated, with
e;1: = e,.
• !Fil =
1 ei, where le is the number of elements in
the distribution vector of the key attribute.

Li=t

E:=

Query Parameters
The values are randomly selected within the specified boundaries.

• 2:Sm:SM
• l ::5 join attr $ 4, with join attr < join clause.
• 1 ::5 target attr $ Sm, of which some may be joining
attributes.
• ( m - 1) ::5 join clause $ ( m + 2), for each joining
clause the joining attributes are randomly chosen and
two relations selected such that the query is connected.

Query Site
For simplicity it is assumed that the site where the query
originates is not among the sites where the relations of the
query reside. This assumption ensures that a query will
always be executed distributedly.

5 Estimation Technique
The cost model, which will be described in the next section, determines the cost of each execution strategy. The
execution strategy consists of a sequence of relational algebra operations that must be executed in a specific order.
The values of the database parameters change during the
execution of each operation. The next operation in the
execution strategy is executed on these adjusted database
parameters. Since a database environment is simulated,
it is necessary that the simulation estimates the adjusted
values of the intermediate result relation after the execution of each relational operator. The estimator therefore
determines the influence of a relational algebra operation
on the size, cardinality and distribution of attribute values
of a relation.
The estimation of the effect on the simulated database
parameters is as follows:

Projection (S

= 7r L ( R))

Projection is the relational operator which eliminates from
relation Rall unneeded attributes not specified by L. The
size of the intermediate result relation after the projection
is therefore the sum of the sizes of the attributes specifed
by L, i.e.

s(S) =

L s(Ak), v'Ak EL

If the key of R is a subset of L then the cardinality of
the intennediate result relation is the same as the original
relation, IRI. If L consists of only one attribute, say A,
then ISi is the number of distinct values in A. If L consists
of non-key attributes or pure subsets of the key, then ISi is
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estimated as the lesser of IRI and the product of the distinct
values of the attributes in L, i.e.

and for A

r/. key(R),
/1:;

< 0, -(--)v(aBi,),0 > ,3d;: d; E OB,
v ac;

< IRI, A1:

f1 v(A1:)

, f1v(A1:)

IRI

,key(R) <; L

, Ad; E ac;,

E attr(L)

A E attr(B)

ISi= {
< f1:1P, · · ·, ftmP >

The distribution of the values for each attribute A of the
intermediate result relation, 6s.A is the same as the distribution of these values in the original relation, i.e.
6s.A

where k = 1..m, /1: E 6R.A, v(aB,) is the constants
specified by B in aA. and p

= ;:

is the scaling factor

specifying the change in the distribution of attribute values.

= 6R.A

Join (S
Selection (S

, A (/. attr( B)

= O'B(R))

Selection is the relational operator which selects all tuples
from relation R which satisfy the data selection condition
B. Since the selection operation only eliminates tuples
from a relation, the size of the intennediate relation will be
the same as the original relation, i.e.

s(S) = s(R)
The cardinality of the intennediate relation depends on the
distribution of the attribute values that corresponds with
the range specified by B. The estimated cardinality C.'lll be
calcualted by the following fonnula,
m

ISi = Le;
i=l

= R;

l><lp R;)

Join is the relational operator which combines relations Hi
and R; according to the join specification F. All tuples
whose attribute values do not satisfy the join predicate are
eliminated.
Toe size of the intermediate result relation is the combined sizes of the two operand relations. If it is a natural
join the joining attributes will not be duplicated in the result
relation, i.e

s(S)

={

s(R;) + s(R;) - s(A)
s(R;) + s(R;)

a natural join
otherwise

The cardinality is estimated by calculating the values for
each sub-range as the product of the corresponding subrange for both operand relations, divided by the number of
distinct domain values a,;sociated with that sub-range, i.e,

where e; E 6s.A and A E kcy(R)

The selection condition limits the domain of the attribute values of the intennediate relation. The estimated
distribution of values depends on the domain range of the
constant values specified in B. This range is denoted by
o: 8 . Toe estimated distribution of the attribute values of
the result relation is defined as,
6s.A

=<

C\, ... , Cm>

for A E attr(F).
The distribution of the attributes specified in the join
specification is detennined by the above fonnula. For the
dependent attributes, a scaling factor is used which is estimated as the ratio of the new value over its old value for
that sub-range. The redistribution of the attribute values is
estimated as,

with, for A E key( R),

/1r.
)
-(--)v(o:B,

6s.A

, 3d; : d; E

OB

/1. d; E 0:A,,

V O'A,

with

A E attr(B)
0

, A E attr(F)

, ~d; : d; E OB I\ d; E oA,,

'• = {
< f1r.1p, ... , f1cmP> , dep (A)

A E attr(B)
!1r.;

-(--)v(o:B,)
V 0:C1

,3d;: d; E

A
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OB

.J. attr(B)

=< e1, ... , em>

/1.d; E etc,,

where k

= 1..m, !1r.

Cir,

E hR;, g1r. E 6R; and P

= !1r., for

e1r. E bs.A, A E attr(F) is the scaling factor and dep (A)
is all attributes which are functional dependent on A.
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Semi-join (S

= R; ocp Ri):

Semi-join is a relational operator which joins the projection
of relation Ri onto F with relation R; . All tuples of R;
which do not join with R; on specification F are eliminated
from the result.
The size of the intermediate result relation is the same
as the restricted operand, i.e.

s(S) = s(R;)
The cardinality of the result relation depends on the redistribution of the attribute values for the key attributes,
i.e.
m

communication between nodes. It further assumes that all
sites are autonomous. Network transmission speed is normally several orders of magnitude slower than processing
and disk transfer speeds. To incorporate the differences
in the transfer rates, relative weight factors are given to
the different costs by means of unitary times. Since the
network consists of autonomous sites, these unitary times
are the same for all the sites. The cost measure is therefore
time delay in terms of milliseconds.

Example 3 The following execution strategy will be used

throughout this section to show how the different costs are
calculated. The cumnt state of the example database is
given by the following table:

Le,:,e,:E8s.A

Site

k=I

for A E attr(F).
The redistribution of the attribute values is based on
the equality of occurrence of values within a sub-range and
that they are equally likely to occur. The distribution of the
sub-range values is estimated as,

Relation

Ship(Vno, Vname)
Owner(Ocode)
Owns( Ocode, Vno)

I
300

2
400

-

20

-

300

400

3
500

The execution strategy is as follows:

8s.A =< e,, ... , em>

Site 4
2. Site4
3. Site4
1.

with

Yk

(l (
-

l

2

(v(!:k)) +

) ) ,A Eattr(F)
1
,dep (A)

</kip,.··, fkmP>
wherek

= l..m,fk
E 8R,,Yk E 8R
.

1

,p

= -Ck
1k anddep(A)

is all attributes which are functionally dependent on A.

6 Cost Model
The cost model mirrors the cosL'i encountered during processing of the execution strategy. Most available cost models [ 14, 11, 17, 4] are simplified models, based only on communication costs, which do not accurately retlect the cost
encountered during the processing of an execution strategy. Recently the validity of these cost models has been
questioned, especially in LANs where U1e conununication
lines are faster and conununication costs therefore lower
than in wide area networks. The presented cost model simulates a real world environment. It therefore expresses the
cost of an execution strategy in terms of the delay costs
encountered during the generation and processing of the
execution strategy. The costs for the. transmission of data
and messages across the network, the processing of local
operations at the different sites, the updating of the database profile and the storing of intermediate result relations
are considered as costs encountered during the processing
of the execution strategy.
The presented cost model assumes a local area broadcasting network that offers the facility of point-to-point
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4.

R1

5.
6.
7.
8.

R2
R3
R4
Rs

+++-

Ship
Owner
Owns
Owns 2 u Owns 3
Ship I U Ship2 U Ship3
R 1 Mocode Owner
R2 Mvno R3
11"Vname(R.i)

Network Data Transmission Cost
The delay or cost of transferring data across the network
depends on the size of the data and the load on the network.
It is very difficult to quantify the latter. To simplify matters,
only the load on the network due to the processing of the
query is considered. Since a bus architecture is assumed,
routing of data is not possible. Consequently, network
traffic will be very high if all sites are trying to send data to
other sites at the same time. This will result in a degradation
of tlle system performance and therefore the query response
time. The number of sites selected to transfer data to other
sites therefore determines the network load for a given
query. The delay encountered due to the network load is
represented by the time unit n lunit where then represents
for the number of sites involved in data transmission and
lunit represents the unitary delay on the network caused by
a site transmitting data.
A formula to calculate the data transmission cost of
sending relation R from one site to another is given as:

Tdata(R)

= t,nit + t,mitlRls(R)

(1)

where t;nit is the transmission startup time and tunit the
network wide unitary transmission rate.
The total transmission cost of simultaneously sending
two fragments, Fi and F2 stored at site I and 2 respectively,
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to a third site can therefore be calculated as:
'I'total

= 2t;nit +4lunit + (tun it+ 2/unit)s{R){IFd + IF21)

queueing time is designated by a startup time. The following equation is used to calculate the total time delay due to
the execution of an operation resulting in relation R:

(2)
Example 4 The delay due to data transmission for the
execution strategy of Example 3 is calculated as follows:
'I'total

= 6tsnit + 18lunit+
(t,mit + 3lunit)s(Ship)*

(tunit + 3lunit)(7200 + 9600 + 12000)+
(tunit + 3lunit)(80)+
{tunit + 3lunit)(2400 + 3200)
6t,nit + 34498/unit + 34480tunit

Network Message Transmission Cost
The network traffic of a system consists of data being transferred as well as messages sent to other sites. E.ach query
is broken down into an execution strategy. This execution
strategy is either broadcast to all sites or sent point-to-point
to specific sites. The measure for transmitting execution
strategy E is given by the following equation:

= tinit + tunits(E)

(3)

where tinit is the transmission startup time, tunit the network wide unitary transmission rate and s( E) the total size
of the messages involved in E.
Note that the message cost due to data transmission is
already incorporated by the transmission startup time and
is therefore not calculated here.

Example 5 It is only necessary to broadcast the first three

steps of the execution strategy, since steps 4 to 8 are executed locally at site 4. If the number of bytes used to
represent steps 1 to 3 is 40, then the delay due to the transmission of the execution strategy is measured as:

Local Processing Cost
The delay or cost of executing a relational operation by a
processor depends on the processor's load and the operation's demands for access to secondary storage devices. As
with the calculation of the network load, it is assumed that
each site is only busy processing the current query. The
influence of resource contention from other jobs scheduled
for processing is therefore not reflected in the cost model.

CPU Queueing and Service lime
The CPU queueing and service time is the total time used
by the CPU to process an amount of data. The approximation of the CPU service time is expressed in terms of the
expected cardinality of the result relation [18). The CPU
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(4)

where cpuinit is the CPU startup (queueing) time and
cpuunit the unitary CPU processing time.

VO Queueing and Service lime
The 1/0 queueing and service time is the total time used
to transfer data to or from disk. The 1/0 service time

(IShipil + IShiP2I + IShip3I+
{tunit + 3lunit)s(Owner)IOwner2I+
(tunit + 3/unit)s( Owns)*
(IOwns2I + IOwns31)
= 6tinit + 18/unit+

Tmm(E)

CPU= cpuinit + CPUunitlRI

is a function of the number of tuples (records) accessed.
The number of tuples is in turn determined by the type
of relational operation performed on the data The 1/0
queueing time is also designated by a startup time. The
approximated time delay of each operation due to data
retrieval is given by the following equations:

Projection Operation: The execution of a projection operation involves scanning and testing the operand relation
to retrieve the specified attributes, as well as to eliminate
duplicates. It is therefore necessary to access the complete relation at least once 1 . The 1/0 time of a projection
operation on a relation R is measured as:
10,r(R)

= iO,nit + iOunitlRI

(5)

Selection Operation: A selection operation also involves
scanning and testing the operand relation and is measured
by Equation 5.

Union Operation: The union of two relations R. and R;
involves accessing both the relations once. It is measured
as:
!Ou(R;, R;} = iOinit + iOunit(IR;j + IR;I)

(6)

Join Operation: The 1/0 cost of joining two relations R.
and R; depends on the way the join is executed. If the
nested-loop method [9, 17) is used, R; is scanned sequentially, while for each tuple of R., R; is scanned. The 1/0
cost is then calculated as:

/Ot,,1(R;, R;) = iO;nit

+ iOunit(IR;I + IR;IIR;I)

(7)

If the merge-scan method [9, 17) is used, both relations are
sorted in join attribute order and then scanned for matching
values. In this case the 1/0 cost is measured as:

However, the additional cost in terms of 1/0 and CPU time
for sorting the relations must also be taken into account in
determining the total cost. For this reason it is assumed
that the nested-loop method is used to perform the join.
Equation 7 is therefore used to measure the 1/0 cost for a
join operation.
the use of access paths is taken into account, the complete relation
will not necessarily be accessed. It is then also necessary to determine
the l/0 co.•t due to using tJ1e access path.

1 If
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Semi-join Operation The local processing cost of a semijoin. R; oc.F R., is determined by the cost for projecting
the join attribute onto relation R. and joining the result with
relation R; . The cost is therefore measured as:

sured by the following equation:

Resultro(R)

= iOinit + iOuni1IRI

(10)

where the unitary costs are defined as in the previous section.
Example 7 The storing cost for the intermediate result
Note that the total cost of the semi-join operation is the
sum of the costs of the local processing components. These
include the CPU cost for executing the projection and join,
the 1/0 cost given by F.quation 9 and of the cost of the data
transmission component in executing the semi-join.
In all the above equations, iOun,1 denotes the unitary
1/0 time and iosn,t the 1/0 startup time (queueing time).

relations R., i = l, ... , 5 is measured as follows:
Result10 = iO,nit + iOunit(IR1 I+
iO;nit + iOunit(IR21)+

=

Locking delay
Locking delay is the delays due to locking of data items
and files for database integrity purposes. These delays
are mostly applicable to update operations and are system
dependent. They are therefore ignored in the cost model.
Example 6 The processing cost ofthe execution strategy is
calculated making use of estimates. It is estimated that the
cardinality of result relations R3 and R4 after the execution
of steps 6 and 7 of Example 3 are 150 and the cardinality of
result relation Rs after step 8 is JOO. The processing cost
is therefore calculated as:
CPU

10

=

5cpuinit + cpu,rn; 1(10wns2I + IOwns31)+
cpu,rn,,(IShipd + IShiP2I + IShip3I)+
cpu,rn; 1(IR31)+
cpuuni1(IR41)+
cpuuni1(IRsl)
= 5cpuinit + cpuunit(300 + 400)+
CPUun,,(300 + 400 + 500)+
CPUunit ( 150)+
cpuun,,( 150)+
cpuunit( 100)
5 cpu,n,t + 2300 cpu,,,.,1
5 iOinit + iou,.,1(IOwns2I + IOwns31)+
iOunit(IShipd + IShiP2I + IShip31)+
iounit(IOwner2I + IOwner2IIRd)+
iOuni1(IR3I + IR3IIR2I)+
iOuni1(IRsl)
5iOinit + iOunit(300 + 400)+
iOunit(300+ 400+ 500)+
iOunit(20 + 20 * 700)+
iOunit(l50+ 150* 1200)+
iOunit(lOO))
5 iOinit + I961?0io,,,.;,

Storing Cost of Intermediate Result Relations
After the execution of a relational operator, the result is
stored in an intermediate result relation. This cost is mea-
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iOinit + iOunit(IR31)+
iOinit + iOunit(IR41)+
iOinit + iOunit(IRsl)
5 iOJnit + 2300 iOunit

Database Profile Update Cost
The database profile is meta data which provides a statistical description of the contents of the database values. It is
used by the estimation techniques to estimate the size of intermediate result relations. If a new (intermediate) relation
is created the database profile must be updated to include
this relation. The cost of updating the database profile is
directly dependent on the amount of information stored in
the database profile and on the number of sites.
The total cost of updating the database profile P consists of the cost of broadcasting an update message and the
local processing cost of accessing the database profile and
updating it. The communication cost of the update message
is defined as:

TProfiJe(M)

= t,nit + tuni1s(P)

(11)

where tinit is the transmission startup time, tunit the network wide unitary transmission rate and s(P) the total size
in bytes of the database profile.
The local processing cost of updating the database profile P at a single site consists of the CPU and 1/0 cost for
updating each parameter in the database profile. Because
the update operation can be executed in parallel at all the
sites, it is actually only necessary to reflect the cost of processing at one site. However, the update transaction will
intluence the system load at all the sites, which in turn
will influence the response time. For this reason, the local
processing cost is multiplied by the number of sites in the
system. This is formulated as:

Profile 1p(P)

= n(iOinit +cpuinit) + (iounit +cpuunit)IPI
(12)

where IP Iis the number of parameters stored in the database
profile.
Example 8 No information is needed in the database profile to determine the execution strategy, thus no additional
cost is realized for updating the database profile. The total
time delay for the execution strategy is therefore measured
as:
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Total Delay

5cpuinit + 2300cpuunit+
lOiOinit + 198410iOunit+
1tin,t + 34498/unif + 34520tunit

Execution Strategy Generation Delay
Since the execution strategies are evaluated in terms of
response times it is necessary to determine the delay due to
generating the optimal execution strategy. It includes the
following delays:
• The delay encountered during the generation of different execution strategies.
• The delay experienced during the evaluation of the
different execution strategies.
• The delay encountered due to accessing the database
profile.
Many different authors have shown that various forms of
optimal strategy formulation is a NP-hard problem [12].
Most query processing algorithms therefore make use of
heuristic algorithms to determine near optimal strategies.
The number of strategies evaluated to determine the optimal one directly influences the overhead due to the strategy
formulation. The more strategies evaluated, the more efficient the query processing algorithm, but the greater the
delay to determine the optimal strategy. It is therefore necessary to include this delay when evaluating different query
processing algorithms. The time delay for the generation
of an execution strategy is therefore calculated for each
query processing algorithm. The delay time is measured
by means of a time function which is called before and
after the generation of the execution strategy. The difference in time is then the total delay time encountered due to
formulating the execution strategy.

7 Application
Various taxonomies exist for classifying distribuled query
processing algorithms. One method is to classify the algorithms on the type of operalions used during the optimization phase of query processing, i.e. algorithms based on
join operations, algorithms based on semi-join operations
and algorithms based on both join and semi-join operations. It is not clear which of these groups of algorithms
is superior for a specified environment. The simulation
environment prescnled in this paper was successfully used
in a study [15] to indicate that a represenlative example of
the class of algorithms based on both semi-join and join
operations was more efficient in terms of response time
than representative examples from the other two classes.
The three algorithms under evaluation were an algorithm
proposed by Chen & Li [7] which is ba,;ed on both join and
semi-join operations, an algorithm presented by Epstein,
Stonebraker and Wong [11) which is based on join operations and an algorithm proposed by Apers, Hevner and
Yao [2] which is based on semijoin operations.
The simulation environment and three query processing algorithms were implemented in Mo<lula-2 on a 80386
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personal computer. The parameters m, join attr, target
attr, v(D) and p were chosen to investigate the effect of
their values on the produced strategies. For each selected
value for a specific parameter a set of queries was generated. The same set of queries was passed as input to each
query processing algorithm to produce execution strategies
which consisted of a sequence of relational algebra projection, join semi-join and union operations, as well as data
transmission conunands. The cost of each execution strategy was calculated using the cost model and the estimation
model was used to simulate the changes in the database
parameters after execution of each relational algebra operation.
The respective average costs (delay time) of the execution strategies produced by each of the indicated algorithms
are shown in Table 2.
Table 2. Average Costs of an Execution Strategy

Cost
Data Trans

Epstein

Apers

Chen

Stonebraker

Hevner

Li

Wong

Yao

660
31

194

Message Trans

1309
24

508
0.05

886
0.05

1285
123

885

1/0

1650

CPU
Result Storing

0.04
2454

Profile Update

60

Formulation
Total

26

614

40

75
41

6111.04

2647.05

2093.02

The table shows that local processing costs are not
negligible in a local area network environment. In fact,
they contribute to a higher percentage of the total cost than
data transfer on its own. This can be largely attributed to the
system architecture in which the effective disk accessing
rate is comparable with the effective data transfer rate.
The effective 1/0 cost is influenced by two factors, namely
the operating system and the DMA transfer, which is very
primitive compared to more powerful mini and mainframe
computers. However, even if the physical disk accessing
time is short, the 1/0 cost is high.
The main contributors to local processing costs are
therefore the time delay for accessing the disk when data
are retrieved and for storing the intermediate result relations. The time delay due to executing the relational operations (CPU processing), updating the database profile and
the transmission of the execution strategy are insignificant
and can therefore be ignored. Also, formulation delay is
only a factor when an exhaustive search method is used
to determine the optimal strategy. In the latter case, the
delay caused by searching through all possible strategies is
significant and must be accounted for.
The poor perfonnance of the Epstein, Stonebraker and
Wong algorithm can be attributed to the following factors. Firstly, the performance of the network degrades
when more than two sites are sending data at the same
time. To replicate the different relations referenced by the

query, all the sites containing fragments of the relations are

Table 3. Varying the Number or Relations

m

involved·in broadcasting data. At the same time, all the

processing sites are involved in receiving the data. This
~

a very high network load (even though the network
loading factor is low) which results in high communication
costs. Secondly, local processing cost is high because of
the number ofintermediate result relations that must be created for the replication of the relations. :Each of these result
relations must also be accessed in its tum, even though it
happens in parallel at all the different sites. The number
of sub-queries, into which the query is decomposed, also
influences the number of times data is retrieved from a relation as well as the number of intermediate result relations
that are stored.
The cost for storing the intermediate result relations
produced by the Apers, Hevner and Yao algorithm is high
because the relations are fragmented. To execute the semijoin operation, all the different projected fragments of the
restricting relation are broadcast to the site of the restricted
relation where they are combined before the join operation
is performed. This is also the reason for the high data
transmission costs.
The result of the study therefore clearly showed that
contrary to general belief, the delay encountered for local
processing contributed to a higher percentage of the total delay than the delay encountered for transmitting data
across the local area network. The incorporation of local
processing costs in the cost function of a query processing algorithm is therefore critical for the correct estimation
of execution strategy costs when detennining the optimal
execution strategy.
The study further showed that the Chen & Li algorithm,
which is based on both join and semi-join operations will
perform better in the simulated databa~e environment than
any of the other algorithms.
The simulation environment is also suitable for determining the influence of databa,;e parameters on execution
strategy generation. Table 3 to Table 7 show the results obtained by varying the different databa~e parameters m, join
attr, target attr, v(D) and p for the Chen & Li algorithm.
The results show that the Chen & Li algorithm has the
best performance when the number of joining and target
attributes are high, with average selectivities and when the
number of relations are high, provided that the relations
consists of few horizontal fragments. Useful results can
also be obtained if the simulation environment is used to
run a testbed of queries to detennine the influence of the
network loading factor.
Another important field of research in which the simulation environment could be used is to determine the inlluence of using distribution criteria ~uring the determination
of optimal execution strategies. It is known that if the
fragmentation schema is taken into account during query
simplification, unnecessary fragments can be eliminated
before the actual execution of the query [6, I I]. Not many
distributed query processing algorithms make use of distribution criteria, mainly because of the difficulty involved in
the parsing of the distribution criteria relative to the qualification specified in the query. The queries are not always
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4
3
1092 934

2
552

5

12192

Table 4. Varying the Number or Target AUrlbutes

target attr

1
605

5

607

10
20
1993 3250

Table 5. Varying the Domain Cardinality

v(D)

I

10

I 595

25
598

50 75
526 537

Table ti. Varying the Number or Joining Attributes

join attr

1
2
3
4
2375 448 4704 2478

Table 7. Varying the Selectivities
p

0.0-0.33

0.33--0.66

0.66-1.0

2618

910

3246

specified within the same ranges designated by the distribution criteria An intelligent parser is therefore needed to
detennine whether the fragments can be eliminated. The
trade-off between the benefit obtained by eliminating the
unnecessary fragments, relative to the cost associated with
storing the fragmentation schema as distribution criteria
and the extra formulation delay due to parsing the distribution criteria, is not known. An investigation into this
trade-off would provide insight into the use of distribution
criteria.
If distribution criteria are taken into account two alterations would be necessary to the simulation environment.
Firstly, the cost model must be updated to incorporate the
extra formulation delay due to the parsing of the qualification of the query and evaluation of the qualification against
the distribution criteria. Secondly, the database model must
be updated to reflect the use of distribution criteria.

8 Conclusion
This paper presented a simulation environment for the evaluation of distributed query processing algorithms which
may differ on various aspects. The simulation environment consists of three components, a database model, an
estimation model and a comprehensive cost model. A
testbed of queries, which is used by the query processing
algorithms to determine optimal execution strategies, is
also generated. The databa..,;e model provides the uniform
database environment in which the query processing algorithms operates. It is an extension of the model proposed
by Apers [I] to incorporate horizontal fragmentation, more
information about distribution of attribute values and the
use of key attributes. The effect, of an execution strategy's relational operators, on the database parameters is
estimated with the estimation model. The presented estimation model is based on the PUM method proposed by
Ling & Bell [16]. The PUM method was extended to include the estimation of the effect of join and semi- join
operations with multiple joining attributes. Most currently
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available cost models are simplified models, based only on
communication costs, which· do not reflect the costs encountered during the processing,of ..,_ e~tion strategy
accurately. A comprehensive cost model was therefore
presented which considered both ~unication costs and
local processing costs. The paper also described the application of the simulation environment to compare different
classes of distributed query processing algorithms. It also
indicated how it can be used and extended for further research on distributed query processing.
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